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  Dress Casual Deirdre Clemente,2014 Dress Casual: How College Students Redefined American
Style
  Casuals Phil Thornton,2003 Phil Thornton explains how the hooligan firms evolved and
describes how the working-class fascination with sharp dressing and sartorial one-upmanship
crystallised the often bitter rivalries of crews across England.
  The Casual Vacancy J. K. Rowling,2012-09-27 A big novel about a small town... When Barry
Fairbrother dies in his early forties, the town of Pagford is left in shock. Pagford is, seemingly, an
English idyll, with a cobbled market square and an ancient abbey, but what lies behind the pretty
façade is a town at war. Rich at war with poor, teenagers at war with their parents, wives at war
with their husbands, teachers at war with their pupils...Pagford is not what it first seems. And the
empty seat left by Barry on the parish council soon becomes the catalyst for the biggest war the
town has yet seen. Who will triumph in an election fraught with passion, duplicity, and unexpected
revelations? A big novel about a small town, The Casual Vacancy is J.K. Rowling's first novel for
adults. It is the work of a storyteller like no other.
  Casual Rex Eric Garcia,2002-03-05 Praised by Dave Barry and T.C. Boyle, Anonymous Rex was
called an “awesomely funny” debut with “all the elements of a cult classic.” (Entertainment Weekly)
Now Eric Garcia roars again…
  Smart Casual Alison Pearlman,2015-05-06 Explores the evolution of gourmet restaurant style in
recent decades, which has led to an increasing informality in restaurant design, and examines what
these changes say about current attitudes toward taste.
  Analysing Casual Conversation Suzanne Eggins,Diana Slade,2004 This book develops a
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systematic model for the analysis and description of casual conversation in English, based on a large
body of authentic data.
  Smart Casual Alison Pearlman,2013-04-15 Explores the evolution of gourmet restaurant style in
recent decades, which has led to an increasing informality in restaurant design, and examines what
these changes say about current attitudes toward taste.
  A Casual Revolution Jesper Juul,2012-02-10 How casual games like Guitar Hero, Bejeweled, and
those for Nintendo Wii are expanding the audience for video games. We used to think that video
games were mostly for young men, but with the success of the Nintendo Wii, and the proliferation of
games in browsers, cell phone games, and social games video games changed changed
fundamentally in the years from 2000 to 2010. These new casual games are now played by men and
women, young and old. Players need not possess an intimate knowledge of video game history or
devote weeks or months to play. At the same time, many players of casual games show a dedication
and skill that is anything but casual. In A Casual Revolution, Jesper Juul describes this as a
reinvention of video games, and of our image of video game players, and explores what this tells us
about the players, the games, and their interaction. With this reinvention of video games, the game
industry reconnects with a general audience. Many of today's casual game players once enjoyed Pac-
Man, Tetris, and other early games, only to drop out when video games became more time-
consuming and complex. Juul shows that it is only by understanding what a game requires of
players, what players bring to a game, how the game industry works, and how video games have
developed historically that we can understand what makes video games fun and why we choose to
play (or not to play) them. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the
images found in the physical edition.
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  Dress Casual Deirdre Clemente,2014-04-15 As Deirdre Clemente shows in this lively history of
fashion on American college campuses, whether it's jeans and sneakers or khakis with a polo shirt,
chances are college kids made it cool. The modern casual American wardrobe, Clemente argues, was
born in the classrooms, dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, and gyms of universities and
colleges across the country. As young people gained increasing social and cultural clout during the
early twentieth century, their tastes transformed mainstream fashion from collared and corseted to
comfortable. From east coast to west and from the Ivy League to historically black colleges and
universities, changing styles reflected new ways of defining the value of personal appearance, and,
by extension, new possibilities for creating one's identity. The pace of change in fashion options,
however, was hardly equal. Race, class, and gender shaped the adoption of casual style, and young
women faced particular backlash both from older generations and from their male peers.
Nevertheless, as coeds fought dress codes and stereotypes, they joined men in pushing new styles
beyond the campus, into dance halls, theaters, homes, and workplaces. Thanks to these shifts,
today's casual style provides a middle ground for people of all backgrounds, redefining the meaning
of appearance in American culture.
  Casual Gardening Tom Tenbrunsel,2020-07-19 “Casual Gardening” is a how-to, experienced
based book packed with fun tidbits and surprises. Tom’s version of simple and effective gardening is
a no-fuss version of doing things the right way. This wise guy’s tried and true methods are a little bit
research and the rest self-taught. His efficient, ‘don’t hesitate, just get it in the ground’ approach
will get your garden loving you back with treasures in no time. Remember, it’s an on-the-go read and
meant to get a little dirty, so take it along and watch your garden grow.
  Casual Work Arrangements and Platform-Based Work Ilda Durri,2023-08-22 Platform work
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– in which work activities are channelled through web platforms or apps – has emerged as one of the
major transformations in the world of work over the past decade. Although platform work presents
many of the labour law issues related to casual work – often linked to insecure or precarious working
conditions – until this book, no in-depth research has been conducted on specifically positioning
platform work in the context of casual work arrangements. The author systematically evaluates how
strategies aimed at regulating casual work can be extended to enhance the employment
relationships and working conditions of platform workers. The analysis proceeds through a detailed
comparative legal analysis of casual work in four industrialized countries – the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy – shedding light on the divergent regulatory approaches to this work
typology. Then, it moves on to EU legislators’ efforts to develop a regulatory matrix on casual work,
focusing on directives such as those on fixed-term work, working time, and transparent and
predictable working conditions. The author concludes with recommendations for redefining the EU
legal initiative on platform work, in light of the national and EU legal instruments examined in this
contribution. Issues, such as the insecure nature of work, unpaid stand-by time, and work insecurity,
come to the fore. The purpose of this book is to assist policymakers and social partners in finding
viable legal solutions to tackle some of the labour protection challenges posed by platform work. At
the same time, it serves as a reminder to EU policymakers, that existing legal instruments on casual
work constitute an available blueprint which could be beneficial in dealing with such regulatory
problems. Issues and topics covered, in a nutshell, include the following: what is captured under the
label of casual work arrangements; the shared features between casual work and platform work,
with a focus on their insecure working conditions; the employment status insecurity; the insecurity
of working hours; the uncertainty of the continuity of employment; the income insecurity; peculiar
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traits of platform work; the development of the EU regulatory matrix on casual work; the relevance
of the directives on working time, fixed-term work, and transparent and predictable working
conditions, for the protection of platform workers; and the improvement of the proposal for a
Platform Work Directive in light of the above instruments.
  The Casual Mentor Hank Hoppin,2015-12-14 Hank Hoppin never fully appreciated it as it was
happening, but he reaped the rewards of mentorship throughout his life. His father died when Hank
was twelve years old, and his mother began mentoring him—reminding him that Dad would not be
happy, if still alive, to witness the boy’s misbehavior. She also kept him busy with a paper route to
teach him the value of hard work. Once he entered the professional ranks, he was mentored by
others and enjoyed twenty-five years of success as district manager at one of America’s leading
pharmaceutical companies. He traces what he learned about mentoring in this memoir. Learn how
to: adapt mentoring practices to help people of all ages; create and develop a mentoring program;
modify mentoring approaches to fit different leadership styles; incorporate storytelling into
mentoring. Filled with case studies and inspirational quotes, you’ll also learn ten advantages to a
casual mentoring relationship, the top ten key attributes of the most influential corporate mentors,
five undeniable benefits of highly functional teams, and the top five advantages of informal
partnerships. Get your team on the right track and enhance business operations with the revealing
insights in The Casual Mentor.
  Very Casual Michael DeForge,2013 A collection of stories by Michael DeForge about litter
gangs, meat-filled snowmen, righteous cops, beagle/human hybrids, and forest-bound drag queens.
  Gertie Sews Vintage Casual Gretchen Hirsch,2014-09-16 The mid-20th century was an
amazing time for American women's fashion! Following the war, women started looking to American
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designers rather than French couture houses for inspiration and to demand clothing they could
move in, even play in. In this follow-up to Gertie's New Book for Better Sewing, Gretchen Gertie
Hirsch celebrates the classic casual styles that icons like Katharine Hepburn, Audrey Hepburn, and
Rosie the Riveter made famous--think wide-legged trousers, fitted capri pants, beach rompers,
shorts, knit tops, jeans, and day dresses. In Part I, Hirsch introduces key techniques for sportswear
construction--from working with knit fabrics to the intricacies of pant-making--and in Part II, she
showcases a 30-plus-piece vintage-inspired casual wardrobe.
  Boards America's Test Kitchen,2022-04-26 Fun, flexible, unique holiday spreads, weeknight meal
boards…even drinks and dessert options! Take boards beyond cheese and crackers and show off
your effortless entertaining style with conversation-starting spreads that are sure to impress but
give you the flexibility to make or buy components. Join food stylist, ATK cast member, and judge on
the new Amazon Freevee competition show, ATK: The Next Generation Elle Simone Scott as she
shares her tips for creating photo-worthy spreads, letting you in on trade secrets ranging from
plating techniques to how she keeps things looking fresh on set (and all party long). Across 35
boards you’ll find over 150 of ATK’s foolproof recipes to build your board around or add that special
homemade touch, from a platter-worthy Steak Frites to better-than-storebought dips, and everything
in-between. Become an expert in stylish presentation: Elle gives tips with every recipe, letting you in
on trade secrets like making the perfect cocktail garnish, how to swoosh hummus and dips with
confidence, and how she keeps food looking fresh on set (and all party long). Gain confidence with
the classics: Charcuterie and cheese board how-tos in the introduction help you achieve the perfect
balance of texture, flavor, and visual appeal. With tips on arranging and ways to take your boards to
the next level, you'll have an appetizer that looks as good as it tastes. Take boards beyond cheese
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and crackers: Push the boundaries of what a “board” is with ideas like a customizable baked potato
and DIY Bloody Mary board, or grilled vegetable platter, proving that all different kinds of food are
more fun when served as a board. And it's more than just snacks—even the grazing boards are
hearty enough for dinner. Full-spread photos help you straddle the line between elegant and casual:
The photography is both aspirational and inspirational; follow our tips to replicate it exactly or use it
as a jumping-off point for your own creation. Choose your level of involvement: Whether you’re in
the mood to cook or you'd rather pick everything up at the grocery store (or something in between)
we provide recipes with suggestions for store-bought alternatives.
  Casual Fling #1 Jason Starr,2021-02-10 Jennifer Ryan has the perfect life. A loving family. A high
paying job in corporate law. A luxurious apartment in upper Manhattan. Then one day she steps out
of her marriage...and finds that her new lover isn’t the one night stand she expected. Stalked and
threatened with exposure, Jennifer attempts to unravel the true identity of her tormentor,
discovering valuable clues in the trail of destruction left in this mysterious man’s wake.
  Cottons and Casuals: The Gendered Organisation of Labour in Time and Space Miriam
Glucksmann,2013-09-13 Cottons and Casuals explores the connections between women's work in
different spheres since the 1930s: paid employment, at home, and in the community. Women's own
testimony and an array of other source materials are used to develop new ways of looking at their
changing patterns of living and working. The book examines changes in the organisation and
commodification of domestic production and consumption, the use of technology, housing, family
structures, gender relations and inter-generational mother-daughter relations. Differing
temporalities of work are highlighted, as are their far-reaching effects for the organisation of
peoples' lives and life courses. The significance of varying locations and spatial organisations of
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work for communities, streets, families and gender relations provides another important focus. In
the process, Glucksmann addresses the nature of the research process, reflecting on her sources
and her own work in the production of knowledge
  Casual Lex Webb Garrison,2005-05-07 Containing updated editions of the What’s in a Word and
Why You Say it, this compendium reveals the history of common words and phrases. Are you a lover
of language? Awaken your passion for words, and savor the sheer deliciousness of the things people
say! Casual Lex holds the hidden pleasures found in our usage of words. This fresh edition of two
etymology classics by Webb Garrison will turn you on to the fascinating—and often
surprising—stories behind everyday words and phrases. Experience Casual Lex and discover: The
phrase hell on wheels comes from the early American practice of renting railway flatcars to create
rolling casinos and brothels bound for the Wild West. Gibberish was the word coined by English
villagers to describe the hard-to-understand dialects of certain bands of Gypsies. Gymnasium comes
from the Greek word gymnos, which means “naked”—Greek athletes trained and competed in the
nude. If your joy of language has been aroused, then many more surprises await you. After all, even
the most formal users of our language can benefit from a little Casual Lex “A rather good book to
have at hand.” —Kirkus Reviews on Why You Say It
  Casual Fling #4 Jason Starr,2021-05-26 Jennifer Ryan has the perfect life. A loving family. A high
paying job in corporate law. A luxurious apartment in upper Manhattan. Then one day she steps out
of her marriage...and finds that her new lover isn’t the one night stand she expected. Stalked and
threatened with exposure, Jennifer attempts to unravel the true identity of her tormentor,
discovering valuable clues in the trail of destruction left in this mysterious man’s wake.
  The Casual Laborer Carleton Hubbell Parker,1920
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Casual Book Review: Unveiling the Magic of Language

In a digital era where connections and knowledge reign supreme, the enchanting power of language
has become more apparent than ever. Its capability to stir emotions, provoke thought, and instigate
transformation is really remarkable. This extraordinary book, aptly titled "Casual," published by a
highly acclaimed author, immerses readers in a captivating exploration of the significance of
language and its profound effect on our existence. Throughout this critique, we shall delve to the
book is central themes, evaluate its unique writing style, and assess its overall influence on its
readership.
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